
























Letter
from

Home.
London, January, 1943

My dear Jack,
When I mentioned to your mother

that I was about to “write to Jack”, the
dog was in the room basking in the
warm radiance of a 
good fire.  Nearly asleep too.  But the
word “Jack” awoke memories of
eighteen months ago, and he looked
up inquiringly as if to say, “Any news
of him”? The explanation is that a
number of soldier boys-and among
them a “Jack” - were billeted and far
away.

Several of them used to come in here
for tea, or a bath or a shave, quite often
all three of these.  Jack was the one we
knew best but he used to be quite at
home with us.  Bath and shave were the
most frequented activities, and more
often than not, in the summer anyway,
he would shave while he lolled in the
hot water of the bath.  The dog joined
in our extension of hospitality and they
knew each other well.

Jack later went out to Malta and has
come through that epic story of
endurance and fortitude.  No
grumbles either.  The old dog is now
between 11 and 12 years old as you
know so that was pretty good effort
for him, wasn’t it?

Since I wrote you, Christmas and
New Year have come and gone and we
have already got the thin edge of the
wedge of Time into 1943.

It was a cheerier Christmas, I think,
than any since the war began.

Everyone seemed to take more
interest in the festive season.  Holly
branches and their red berries in the
arms of gladsome bearers were much
more in evidence.  By the way I don’t
remember each profusion of red
berries as there has been this season.
There were battalions of Turkeys too,
on the tables of the London
merrymakers although nearly as
expensive as gold.  Some of our
friends with small households
resorted to the expedient of having
half a turkey.

Well, we were glad to hear that
despite hurricanes and blizzards you
and you lads keep fit and well.  I dare
say no microbes dare put their noses
into other peoples affairs so far north.
Incidentally it is interesting to know
that workers in refrigerated stores are
rarely molested with colds and such
like.  There is some word of bread
being rationed to save shipping.  We
are advised to use potatoes.  No doubt
the advice is justified, for, if shipping
fails, we fail.  We island fold live by
shipping.  Before this war, we were
only able to supply 2/3 of our
requirements.  Our tactful and
efficient Minister of Agriculture has
done well in sponsoring these efforts.
Where green grass waved pleasantly

and restfully to the eye there are
instead, in their season the sturdy
growth and waving plumes of
potatoes or the promising spears of
wheat and corn.  These can be seen
from our sitting room window.  A
London Club recently banned the use
of bread and rolls.  Members ordering
soup, for instance, were issued with
potatoes in their jackets instead of a
roll.  The cheese jackets instead of a
roll.  The cheese ration is shortly to be
cut to 3ozs. per person weekly.
Wonder of wonders, a real egg in the
shell made its appearance on our
breakfast table the other day - a
beautious stranger in the very truth,
nor did it get there by itself.  I read
somewhere that we were to have less
meat in the near future and that
vegetables are to be the basis of our
food generally.  The day lengthens
slowly down here.  Lots of clouds
have helped the gloom of recent days.
But the sun is stirring.  We shall soon
see a considerable difference in the
daylight.  We rarely appreciate our
blessings until we lose them.
sparrows meet in Committees towards
sundown and hold great discussions
and make great decisions.  From
higher up come the flutey notes of the
blackbird and the melodious song of
the thrush.  A bird watcher told me the
other day that the predominance of the
blackbird this year was very marked:
so much so that it has attracted the
notice of experts who are trying to
solve the mystery.  The German
Airmen have been over here again as

you know from the wireless.  They
were on reprisal raids: Stupid anaemic
propaganda, but it seems to go down
with those gulliable folk over there.  I
was out the dog the following
morning when I came across two
freshly made holes - not far apart
which looked like the imprint and
resting place of unexploded shells.
They turned out to be the resting place
of small delayed action bombs.  The
area was later roped off and placarded
“Danger: unexploded bomb”.  It has
often puzzled greatly how the
authorities ascertain that the holes
were bomb holes and not shell holes,
but you will know all about it.

I see we have a new “Typhoon”
fighter capable of doing 400 miles
per hour.  It has been in action with
good results.

Goodnight and may all go well with
you.

Your affectionate
Dad.
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“My big fights on tomorrow,
so if I ask for more beer,

don’t serve me, see?”
























